It was E.H. Shepard’s intention that his pencil drawings for Winnie-the-Pooh and The House at Pooh Corner should ‘be a gift to the British nation and housed in the Victoria and Albert Museum’.

The collection, which entered the Museum in 1973, comprises over 270 sheets of preliminary and interim sketches — originally contained within three sketchbooks — as well as studies of Ashdown Forest and the toys ‘from life’.

Now you can have your very own collection of Winnie-the-Pooh sketches with reproductions of six E.H. Shepard drawings from the V&A collection. Created especially for the V&A exhibition, Winnie-the-Pooh: Exploring a Classic, these stamped and hand numbered sketches come mounted in a beautiful portfolio, available in a limited edition of 250.

Contact / For further information contact Siân Jones on +44 (0)20 7942 2504 or email s.jones@vam.ac.uk
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Pooh and Piglet enamel pin badges £5.00 each

Pooh and Piglet small tote £6.50 each

Pooh and Friends mug £10

Pooh and Friends button badges £1 each

Pooh and Friends classic plush toys £13 each

The bees are getting suspicious mounted print £15

Bee Prepared beauty care products £3.99-£7.99

Looking at the shelter of sticks mounted print £15

Winnie-the-Pooh correspondence cards (pack of 10) £6